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Case studies

What constitutes a case study?

All case study research starts from the same compelling feature: the desire to 
derive a(n) (up)close or otherwise in-depth understanding of a single or
small number of “cases,” set in their real-world context (e.g., Bromley, 1986).

“In case studies, the number of variables of interest will far outstrip the
number of available data points” (Yin, 2009, p. 18).



Case studies

Three conditions contribute to the large number of variables: 

§ conditions over time, 

§ in-depth inquiry,

§ contextual conditions



Case studies

What constitutes a case study?

Case studies may rely primarily on quantitative or qualitative data 
(or a mix of both)



Motives for using the case study method

Exploration

Description (how?) and explanation (why)

Evaluation



Research design

Theory has a role to play

In design

In analysis
- in generalising from a case study 
– analytic generalisations which require carefully constructed claims 



Concerns about case study research

• Procedures used

• Subjectivity

• Qualitative data (measures) (Evidence trail)

• Lack of generalisability



A case study of case study development

Centres for Excellence in Mathematics programme

The research comprises two main strands:
- Running large-scale interventions to trial approaches to teaching mathematics **
- Advising on smaller-scale action research projects in participating colleges

The annual cycles of research trials fall into four main themes:

Mastery
Engagement and motivation
Contextualisation
Technology and data



Further Education in the UK
GCSE mathematics in colleges

Context

Partner organisations
• Education and Training Foundation (ETF) - 3 regional 

mathematics leads (RMLs)
• Pearson
• White Rose, Eedi, Behavioural Insights Team and others

21 Centres for Excellence
• Action research
• Developing networks
• Research trials



Does the CfEM <<theme>> intervention programme improve students’ 
overall GCSE mathematics resit performance? 

The evaluation will also address the following questions as secondary 
objectives: 
What is the impact of the CfEM <<theme>> intervention programme on 
GCSE mathematics resit pass-rates, as measured by the percentage of 
students achieving a grade 4 or above? 
What is the impact of the CfEM <<theme>> intervention programme on 
students’ mathematical self-efficacy and feelings towards mathematics?

Research question



Theory of change

construct 
validity

internal 
validity
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RESEARCH TRIALS: TWO ELEMENTS

Sample 
lessons

Cluster meetingsCluster meetings



Research design

Theory has a role to play

In design

- What is our theoretical stance in relation to professional development / 
learning?



Research design

Professional development key principles

Effective Professional Development is:
• Experiential: stimulating & drawing on teachers’ experiences.
• Sustained: cycles of planning, predicting, enactment & reflection. ** 
• Grounded: practical, well-resourced; related to context & culture.
• Safe: teachers able to speak their minds, permission to take risks.
• Collaborative: involving networks of teachers & administrators.
• Informed: by outside expertise and research.
• Provocative: involving both pressure and support.
• Focused: attentive to the development of the mathematics itself.

(Guskey, 2002; Joubert and Sutherland, 2009; Villegas-Reimers, 2003; 
and many others…)



The case

Defining the case
- What is the main unit of analysis?

(a bounded entity (a person, organisation…..)
- single case or multiple cases

uniqueness
replication

direct
theoretical

Explanatory in 
relation to 

fidelity
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CfEM cases



Data collection

Protocol – guides data collection … Important to clarify research questions

Chain of evidence

Triangulation

Rival explanations

reliability



Research questions



Research questions



A case study of case study development



What constitutes data in case study research?



Data sources

Yin (2018)



Data sources

Yin (2018)



Data

Interviews can especially help by suggesting explanations (i.e., the “hows” 
and “whys”) of key events, as well as the insights reflecting participants' 
relativist perspectives.

Case study interviews will resemble guided conversations rather than 
structured queries. Although you will be pursuing a consistent line of inquiry, 
your actual stream of questions in a case study interview is likely to be fluid 
rather than rigid (Rubin & Rubin, 2011). This type of interview has alternatively 
been called an “intensive interview,” “in-depth interview,” or “unstructured 
interview” 

(Weiss, 1994, pp. 207–208).



Data

Documentation

Our record-keeping society means that documentary information (whether 
paper or electronic) is likely to be relevant to every case study topic.

This type of information should be the object of explicit data collection plans. 
For instance, consider the following variety of documentation: Emails, 
memoranda, letters, and other personal documents, such as diaries, 
calendars, and notes; Agendas, announcements and minutes of meetings, 
and other reports of events; Administrative documents, such as proposals, 
progress reports, and other internal records; Formal studies or evaluations 
related to the case that you are studying; and News clippings and other 
articles appearing in the mass media or in community newspapers.



A case study of case study development
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A case study of case study development



A case study of case study development



Data analysis

The analysis of case study evidence is one of the least developed aspects of 
doing case studies. Too many times, researchers start case studies without 
having the foggiest notion about how the evidence is to be analyzed. 



Case analysis

Four General Strategies

Relying on theoretical propositions

Working your data from the “ground up.”

Developing a case description

Examining plausible rival explanations

returning to theory and RQs

Inductive approach see, grounded 
theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967)



case analysis

The best preparation for conducting case study analysis is to have a general 
analytic strategy. 
The purpose of the analytic strategy is to link your case study data to 
important concepts of interest, and then to have the concepts give you a 
sense of direction in analyzing the data. 
You can develop your own strategy but also can consider the four just 
described: relying on theoretical propositions, working your data from the 
ground up, developing case descriptions, and examining rival explanations.



Case analysis – analytical statements…

Case study work usually produces a great deal of raw data, and a useful way 
of handling and trying to make sense of the data is analysis which seeks to 
condense them into meaningful statements. These analytical statements need 
to be firmly based on the raw data and may suggest the need for more 
specific data to be collected.

As a first stage, analytical statements may to be generated which give concise 
answers to the research questions.

Bassey 
(1999)



Research questions



The case study

Writing up

The Case Study Must Be Significant

The Case Study Must Be “Complete”

The Case Study Must Consider Alternative Perspectives

The Case Study Must Display Sufficient Evidence

The Case Study Must Be Composed in an Engaging Manner



Questions /Discussion


